Several papers have described the use of hydrophobic unnatural base pairs (UBPs) to study mechanisms of DNA replication and transcription (1–7). In PNAS, the study by Zhang et al. (8) claims that UBPs can form stable complementary structures in the absence of hydrogen bonds between base pairs, and that UBPs can be replicated in a bacterial plasmid in virtually any sequence context without loss of the UBPs over many DNA doublings. However, Hirao and Kimoto (4) described two serious flaws with UBPs: (i) hydrophobic UBPs destabilize DNA so that only single UBPs sandwiched between long stretches of natural base pairs will form typical helical double-stranded DNA, and (ii) hydrophobic UBPs are prone to self-pairing during replication that results in inversion of the configuration of the UBPs in the double helix. When an unnatural base pair dX*dY undergoes self-pairing during DNA replication, dX*dX or dY*dY will be formed. Subsequent cognate replication will generate dY*dX, where the configuration of the UBP is inverted from its original structure. The UBP inversion is a covert mutation invisible to the sequencing methods that rely only on identification of natural bases. The inversion appears to be counted as a faithful replication (8), even though it is a common type of mutation peculiar to hydrophobic UBPs (4). Similarly, the biotin-shift assay (8) recognizes the presence of the UBP in replicated plasmids, but does not distinguish whether the UBP is in its original or inverted configuration. The problem of self-pairing seems to have been ignored because it was assumed that primer extension stops after formation of the self-pair (1, 4), but this has not been shown to be general or absolute. Even a small amount of self-pairing and extension would eventually equilibrate the UBP orientations. Furthermore, none of the studies used consecutive sequences of UBPs, so the results may not apply to all sequence contexts.

The studies of Hirao’s group (2–4) and Romesberg’s group (1, 5–8) show that single hydrophobic UBPs can be replicated as long as they are embedded in a sequence of natural base pairs. Hydrophobic UBP replication is a default condition, where a variety of base pairs, including self-pairs, can be incorporated into DNA because natural bases are excluded (9). However, consecutive sequences cannot be replicated, suggesting that single hydrophobic UBPs are stabilized by the presence of long stretches of natural base pairs and are in effect parasitic to the natural base pairs instead of promoting DNA stability. The artificial base pair dP*dZ of Benner and colleagues (10) does not suffer from this problem. The base pair dP*dZ has three hydrogen bonds and consecutive sequences of as many as four dP*dZ pairs can be replicated. Although dP*dZ causes changes in DNA geometry, the effects are small compared with those of hydrophobic base pairs.

The Zhang et al. (8) study challenges the classic concept of a four-letter alphabet of a DNA double helix with hydrogen-bonded base pairs. However, hydrophobic unnatural bases destabilize DNA and are prone to self-pairing, making them poor candidates for expanding the genetic alphabet.
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